
South Carolina Lions are on the Move  
 

 

Greetings Fellow Lions, this is a great time to be a Lion.  

We are doing a lot of things right.  First, we are focusing on 

the needs of the community with all of the service projects 

we have going on in our clubs.  Second, we are screening 

more citizens of South Carolina than we ever have thanks 

to the use of our Spot cameras, and providing more eye 

surgeries.  Third, our First and Second Vice District 

Governors are getting the training they need.  Fourth, our 

DGs are working hard to increase membership with new 

clubs and working to meet their Leadership Develop Goals.  

And fifth, we now have a full slate of Officers to report to 

LCI.  I have just received work back from LCI that Lion 

Bonnie Stevens has been approved for Second Vice District 

Governor for 32-C.   

 

We had nineteen of our Lions from MD 32 to attend the 

USA/Canada Leadership Forum in Puerto Rico in 

September.  Those of you who have attended a Forum 

before know how exciting they can be.  This one was no 

exception.  The speakers were outstanding, the sessions 

were great (at least most of them), and the food was good.  

(I know those of you who know me say that I am no judge of 

that.  I eat most anything and say it was good. )  We also had three presenters from MD 

32 presenting this time.  PDG Gregg Turner, PCC Dianne Pitts, and I were among the 

ninety-two sessions to choose from for the two days we were having sessions.  In 

attendance were seven Lions from 32-A, three from 32-C, and nine from 32-D.  We are 

especially proud of one Lion from 32-C.  PDG Bruce Strom was recognized as one of 

the three Lions still living who has attended all thirty-eight (38) USA/Canada Lions 

Leadership Forums.   

Our DGs are continuing to work on their District Conventions.  Plan now to attend your 

District convention and maybe another one just to see how other Lions hold their 

conventions.  Who knows, you may even pick up some ideas you could use next year.  

Below is a chart listing the dates and the speakers.  Please do not plan club activities 

during these weekends.  These conventions are for all Lions.  Pease make your plans 

now to attend at least your District’s Convention and the MD Convention in March.  I 

was able to speak with all of our speakers at the Forum.  They are looking forward to 

coming to South Carolina.  Let’s show them Lions in South Carolina are growing and in 

more ways than one.  Convention registrations will come out next month.   Plan now to 

register and attend your District and MD Conventions.          

 

 

 

Joe Pitts, PDG 
Council Chairperson 
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2014-2015 
P.O. Box 6113 

Chappells, SC 29037 
(H) 864-995-4232 
(C) (864) 490-2439 

joepitts6@msn.com 



2015 Convention Speakers 

Jan. 9-10 32-A Garry Green Dr. Steven 

Tremaroli 

Greenville 

Hyatt 

Jan. 23-24 32-B James Strobel Cynthia Gregg Charleston 

Marriott 

Downtown 

Feb. 13-14 32-C Randy Croom Larry Ducas Myrtle Beach 

Sands 

Resort 

Feb. 27-28 32-D Rick Pressly Mike Molenda Columbia 

Hilton 

Gardens 

Harbinson 

Mar. 26-29 State Council Joe Preston Myrtle Beach 

Sands 

Resorts 

 

 

 


